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June 16, 2014

John A. Tomasino, Clerk
Supreme Court ofFlorida
500 S. Duval Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399

RE: The Florida Bar vs. Jeremy W. Alters
Supreme Court Case No. SC14-100
The Florida Bar File No. 2012-70,199(11P)

Dear Mr. Tomasino:

On behalf of The Florida Bar, Respondent, and the Referee, the Honorable Marcia B. Caballero,
I am requesting an extension until January 15, 2015, for the filing of the Report of Referee. The
current due date for this report is July 30, 2014.

This extension is being sought at Respondent's request to allow sufficient time to prepare for the
final hearing. Additionally, this request is being made to accommodate the scheduling of the
final hearing (which will take multiple days) with the Referee's calendar and those of the counsel
for both parties and for the preparation ofthe Report ofReferee.

The specific reasons for the request are as follows: In January 2014, the Bar filed this case along
with a companion one against Kimberly Boldt (Supreme Court case no. SC14-118). Both were
assigned to Judge Caballero. The Bar sought to consolidate both. In the interim, Ms. Boldt
successfully moved to disqualify the referee and her case was assigned to a different referee. An
issue then developed over who should hear the consolidation motion. Ultimately, it was decided
that the chiefjudge would hear the consolidation motion. During that time, Respondent moved
to dismiss the complaint and the Bar moved to stay this proceeding until consolidation was ruled
upon (which would affect which referee would hear the motion to dismiss). Over Respondent's
objection, the referee stayed the matter pending a hearing on consolidation, thereby causing a
deferral of the motion to dismiss and stay of discovery. On May 14, 2014, the chief judge
entered an order denying the consolidation of these cases. Following a lengthy hearing, the
Referee verbally denied Respondent's motion to dismiss in early June, 2014 (no order has yet
been signed). As a result of the above, the discovery process has been delayed substantially.

This request is not for purposes ofdelay, but for the reasons outlined above.

Thank you for your kind consideration.



Very truly yours,

WILLIAM MULLIGAN
Bar Counsel

WM/mr

cc: Honorable Marcia B. Caballero, Referee
Andrew Scott Berman, Attorney for the Petitioner
Adria E. Quintela, Staff Counsel


